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ABOUT OMAR KHAYYAM 
Omar Khayyam (1048 - 1131) was a 
Persian mathematician, astronomer, 
philosopher and poet.  
He was born in Nishapur, in 
northeastern Persia, and was 
contemporary with the rule of 
the Seljuks around the time of the First 
Crusade. He was part of the scientific 
team which was in charge of 
designing the Jalali calendar, a solar 
calendar with a very precise 33-
year intercalation cycle that provided 
the basis for the Persian calendar that 
is still in use after nearly a millennium. 
 
ABOUT EDWARD FITZGERALD 
Khayyam’s poetry became famous in 
west after British poet and writer 
Edward FitzGerald's (1809-1883) 
translated his Rubaiyat into English 
verses. 

CONTACT 
WEBSITE AND DONATIONS: 
Blushade.com.au 
 
EMAIL: 
info@blushade.com.au 
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CONTENTS 
As the second app in Davavin Series, it covers Khayyam’s Poetry & his 
biography. 

• A detailed introduction on Omar Khayyam which consists of 10 
chapters, starting from calculating Khayyam’s Birthday & death 
based on astrological descriptions, his life events, his books 
and pamphlets, his Rubaiyat (poetry), plus a chapter on 
Edward Fitzgerald. 

• 189 Rubai that are attributed to Khayyam, 
• FitzGerald's English Quatrains (Edition 1859). 

FEATURES & FUNCTIONS: 
• Search Engine with Incremental Search Function (Giving User 

Real-Time Search Suggestions While Typing) 
• Rendering poems into images (PNG) for Sharing on social 

networks (Facebook & Twitter), Email or saving on disk. 
• Excellent Printing Capability Developed Specifically for Persian 

Poetry, fitting poems into print area) based on user choice of 
paper size & displaying a preview before printing them. 

• Displaying Persian Calendar (Jalali Calendar) - Hijri Shamsi 
• Creating Windows Live Tile on Start Menu in which the app 

could display both Persian Calendar and a daily Bait. 
• Playing Persian music. (Persian Santoor) 
• Ability to automatically or manually adjusting background & 

text color between light and dark modes for ease of reading.  
• Ability to fully function offline. 
• Built-in link to Davavin Newsletter signup page. (Once you are 

registered, you can enjoy our discounts and free apps in the 
future.)  

• Ability to automatically or manually adjusting background & 
text color between light and dark modes for ease of reading.  

 
Please note that the entire content of this app and its navigation 
menus are in Persian Language. 

AVAILABLE ON: 
Microsoft Store (Windows 10): 
https://www.microsoft.com/store/apps/9NB4J8RW7JC5 

LIKES & FEEDBACKS: 
Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/Khayyam.By.BluShade 
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